Abstract. In this paper, we prove a prime-to-p version of Grothendieck's anabelian conjecture for hyperbolic curves over finite fields of characteristic p > 0, whose original (full profinite) version was proved by Tamagawa in the affine case and by Mochizuki in the proper case.
Question 1. Is it possible to prove any result analogous to the above Theorem where π 1 (U, * ) is replaced by some (continuous) quotient of π 1 (U, * ) whose structure is better understood?
The first quotients that come into mind are the following. Let C (respectively, C l ) be the class of finite groups of order prime to p (respectively, finite l-groups, where l = p is a fixed prime number). Let ∆ U be the maximal pro-prime-to-p (i.e., pro-C) quotient of π 1 (U × kk , * ). For a profinite group Γ, Γ l stands for the maximal pro-l (i.e., pro-C l ) quotient of Γ. Thus, in particular, ∆ l U coincides with π 1 (U × kk , * ) l . Here, the structures of ∆ U and ∆ l U are well understood -∆ U (respectively, ∆ l U ) is isomorphic to the pro-prime-to-p (respectively, pro-l) completion of a certain well-known finitely generated discrete group (i.e., either a free group or a surface group). Let Π U def = π 1 (U, * )/ Ker(π 1 (U × kk , * ) ։ ∆ U ) (respectively, Π (l) U def = π 1 (U, * )/ Ker(π 1 (U × kk , * ) ։ ∆ l U ) be the corresponding quotients of π 1 (U × kk , * ). We shall refer to Π U as the geometrically pro-Σ Ué tale fundamental group of U , where Σ U def = Primes − {char(k)}, and Primes stands for the set of all prime numbers. Question 2. Is it possible to prove any result analogous to the above Theorem where π 1 (U, * ) is replaced by Π U , Π In [Mochizuki2] , Mochizuki developed a theory of cuspidalizations ofétale fundamental groups of proper hyperbolic curves. One of the consequences of the main results of this theory is that, starting from Π X , one can recover in a functorial way the Kummer theory of open affine subsets U S def = X − S, where S is a finite set of closed points contained in X − E X . Using Kummer theory, one then recovers (up to Frobenius twist) the multiplicative group O × E X of rational functions on X whose divisor has a support disjoint from E X . Thus, starting from an isomorphism
as in Theorem 1 we can recover, up to Frobenius twist, an injective embedding between multiplicative groups
The issue is then to show that this embedding arises from a uniquely determined embedding of fields K X ֒→ K Y , between the corresponding function fields. This kind of problem of recovering the additive structure of function fields has been treated in [Uchida] and [Tamagawa1] , using certain auxiliary functions -the minimal elements, i.e., functions with a minimal pole. The arguments loc. cit. work well in the case of a bijection between multiplicative groups, but fail in our case where we only have an embedding O
between multiplicative groups. In our case, instead of using minimal elements, we can recover the additivity by using functions whose divisor has a unique pole. In our situation the fact that we can only evaluate functions at all but finitely many points of X (or, more precisely, all points of X − E X ) presents an additional difficulty which we overcome, roughly speaking, by passing to an infinite algebraic extension of the base field, and using "infinitely many" auxiliary functions.
In §1, we review some (mostly known but partly new) results which show that various invariants of the curve X (among other things, the set of decomposition groups at closed points of X) can be recovered group-theoretically, starting from Π X . We also prove the almost injectivity of the above map from the set of closed points of X to the set of conjugacy classes of decomposition groups. In §2, we review the main results of Mochizuki's theory of cuspidalizations ofétale fundamental groups of proper hyperbolic curves, which plays an essential role in this paper. In §3, we prove our main results, assuming the results of §4. Finally, In §4, we investigate the problem of recovering the additive structure of functions mentioned above. Using the above "one pole argument", we prove Proposition 4.4, which is used in §3.
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Let X be a proper, smooth, geometrically connected curve over a finite field k = k X of characteristic p = p X > 0. Write K = K X for the function field of X.
Let S be a (possibly empty) finite set of closed points of X, and set U = U S def = X − S. We assume that U is hyperbolic.
Fix a separable closure K sep = K sep X of K, and write k = k X for the algebraic closure of k in K sep . Write
for the absolute Galois groups of K and k, respectively. The tame fundamental group π t 1 (U ) with respect to the base point defined by K sep (where "tame" is with respect to the complement of U in X) can be naturally identified with a quotient of G K . Write Gal(K Thus, Σ † = ∅ by our assumption. Denote byẐ Σ † the maximal pro-Σ † quotient of Z. Set Σ ′ = Σ ′ X = Primes − Σ X . We say that Σ is cofinite if ♯(Σ ′ ) < ∞. We defineK U to be the maximal pro-Σ subextension of Kk in K t U . Now, set
which is a quotient of π t 1 (U ) = Gal(K t U /K). This fits into the exact sequence
Here, ∆ U is the maximal pro-Σ quotient of π t 1 (U ), where, for a k-scheme Z, we set Z def = Z × k k. DefineX U to be the integral closure of X inK U . DefineŨ to be the integral closure of U inK U , which can be naturally identified with the inverse image (as an open subscheme) of U inX U . DefineS U to be the inverse image (as a set) of S iñ X U .
For a scheme Z, write Z cl for the set of closed points of Z. Then we have
Moreover, (X U ) cl admits a natural action of Π U , and the corresponding quotient can be naturally identified with X cl . For eachx ∈ (X U )
cl , we define the decomposition group Dx ⊂ Π U (respectively, the inertia group Ix ⊂ Dx) to be the stabilizer atx of the natural action of Π U on (X U )
cl (respectively, the kernel of the natural action of Dx on k(x) = k(x) = k). These groups fit into the following commutative diagram in which both rows are exact:
Moreover, Ix = {1} (respectively, Ix is (non-canonically) isomorphic toẐ
cl (respectively,x ∈S U ). Since Ix is normal in Dx, Dx acts on Ix by conjugation. Since Ix is abelian, this action factors through Dx → G k(x) and induces a natural action of G k(x) on Ix.
of Ix that consists of elements fixed by the G k(x) -action is trivial.
(ii) Assume moreover that Σ is cofinite. Then the kernel of the action
Proof. By assumption, Ix ≃Ẑ Σ † , and it is well-known that the map
× coincides with the cyclotomic character and sends the ♯(k(x))-th
× . The assertion of (i) follows from this, since ♯(k(x)) − 1 is not a zero divisor of the ringẐ
The assertion of (ii) also follows from this, together with a theorem of Chevalley ( [Chevalley] , Théorème 1).
Let G be a profinite group. Then, define Sub(G) (respectively, OSub(G)) to be the set of closed (respectively, open) subgroups of G.
By conjugation, G acts on Sub(G). More generally, let H and K be closed subgroups of G such that K normalizes H. Then, by conjugation, K acts on Sub(H). We denote by Sub(H) K the quotient Sub(H)/K by this action. In particular, Sub(G) G is the set of conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of G.
For any closed subgroups H, K of G with K ⊂ H, we have a natural inclusion Sub(K) ⊂ Sub(H), as well as a natural map Sub(H) → Sub(K), J → J ∩ K. By using this latter natural map, we define
Observe that Sub(G) can be identified with the set of commensurate classes of closed subgroups of G. (Closed subgroups J 1 and J 2 of G are called commensurate (to each other), if J 1 ∩ J 1 is open both in J 1 and in J 2 .) With these notations, we obtain natural maps
which fit into the commutative diagram
where the vertical arrow stands for the natural map Sub( Since the maps D, I are Π U -equivariant, they induce natural maps
(iii) We say that an element a of A is an exceptional element of f (in A), if µ f (f (a)) > 1. We refer to the set of exceptional elements as the exceptional set. (iv) We say that a pair (a 1 , a 2 ) of elements of A is an exceptional pair of f (in A), if a 1 = a 2 and f (a 1 ) = f (a 2 ) hold. cl Definition 1.6. Let G be a profinite group and H a closed subgroup. Then we denote by Z G (H), N G (H) and C G (H) the centralizer, the normalizer and the commensurator, respectively, of H in G. Namely,
is open both in Z and in σZσ −1 . We claim that σ commutes with any element τ of Z 0 . Indeed, first, observe that τ ∈ Z 0 ⊂ σZσ −1 and στ σ −1 ∈ σZ 0 σ −1 ⊂ σZσ −1 hold. Or, 7 equivalently, σ −1 τ σ, τ ∈ Z. Second, observe that pr U (σ −1 τ σ) = pr U (τ ) holds, since pr U (σ) = 1. Now since pr U | Z is injective, the equality pr 
The first main result in this § is:
Assume, moreover, that Σ is cofinite. Then:
Proof. (i) Take anyx,x ′ ∈S U , and assumex =x ′ . Then there exists an open subgroup H 0 of Π U , such that the following holds: Let U 0 denote the covering of U corresponding to H 0 ⊂ Π U and X 0 the integral closure of X in U 0 (i.e., X 0 is the smooth compactification of U 0 ), then the images x 0 , x ′ 0 ofx,x ′ in X 0 are distinct from each other. Moreover, by replacing H 0 by a smaller open subgroup if necessary, we may assume that the cardinality of the point set X 0 − U 0 is ≥ 3 (see, e.g., [Tamagawa1] , Lemma (1.10)). Now, to show the desired injectivity, it suffices to prove that Ix ∩ H 1 = Ix′ ∩ H 1 holds for any open subgroup H 1 of H 0 . Let U 1 denote the covering of U corresponding to H 1 ⊂ Π U and X 1 the integral closure of X in U 1 . Then, by the choice of H 1 , we see that the images ofx,x ′ in S 1 def = X 1 −U 1 are distinct from each other and that the cardinality of S 1 is ≥ 3. Then it is easy to see that the images of 
′ ∈S U , the last assertion follows from (i). On the other hand, ifx ′ ∈Ũ cl , the last assertion follows from the fact Ix ≃Ẑ
(iii) If x ∈ S def = X − U , the assertion follows from (ii). So, we may and shall assume x ∈ U cl . Take anyx,x ′ ∈ ρ −1 (x). Then there exists σ ∈ ∆ U such thatx ′ = σx holds. (Such σ is unique by the assumption x ∈ U cl , though we do not use this fact in the proof.) Now, suppose that the images ofx,x ′ by D coincide with each other. Namely, Dx and Dx′ = D σx = σDxσ −1 are commensurate to each other. Thus, σ ∈ C Π U (Dx) ∩ ∆ U , and it follows from Lemma 1.7 that σ = 1 holds, hencẽ x ′ = σx =x. Namely, D| ρ −1 (x) is injective, as desired.
(iv) Let π denote the natural morphism X → X, so that ρ = π • ρ holds. Since
(vi) To prove this (assuming that Σ is cofinite), we may replace U by any covering corresponding to an open subgroup of Π U . Thus, we may assume that the genus of X is > 1 and that X is non-hyperelliptic. (See, e.g., [Tamagawa1] , Lemma (1.10) for the former, and either [Tamagawa3] , §2 or the proof (in characteristic zero) of [Mochizuki] , Lemma 10.4(4) for the latter.) We shall prove that ρ(EŨ ), which can be identified with EŨ /Π U , is finite, or, more strongly, that ρ(EŨ ), which can be identified with EŨ /∆ U , is finite.
Take any pair of elementsx,x ′ ∈Ũ cl , and denote by x, x ′ the images ofx,x ′ in U cl , respectively. The images pr U (Dx) and pr U (Dx′ ) are open in G k , hence so is
. Let s, s ′ be the inverse maps of the isomorphisms pr U | Dx : Dx → pr U (Dx), pr U | Dx′ : Dx′ → pr U (Dx′ ), respectively. Then, it is well-known and easy to see that the map φ :
is a continuous 1-cocycle (with respect to the left, conjugacy action of G 0 on ∆ U via the section s ′ ). Thus, φ defines a cohomology class in
X induced by that on ∆ U extends to a canonical G k -action, hence, in particular, is independent of the choice ofx ′ .) Moreover, we set
(where the transition maps are restriction maps) and denote by φ
On the other hand, it is well-known that ∆ ab X is canonically isomorphic as a G k -module to the pro-Σ part T (J)
Σ of the full Tate module T (J) of the Jacobian variety J (tensored with k) of X. Thus, by Kummer theory (for the abelian variety J), we obtain an injective map that every prime divisor of the order of a belongs to Σ ′ . (In fact, the above injective map is bijective by Lang's theorem, though we do not use this fact in the proof.) By taking the inductive limit, we obtain an injective map
Now, it is widely known that the image in H X of the class of
coincides with φ ab X . For this, see [NT] , Lemma (4.14). (See also [Nakamura2] , 2.2 and [Tamagawa1] , Lemma (2.6).)
Suppose moreover that (x,x ′ ) is an exceptional pair of D. Then it follows from the various definitions that φ ab X ∈ H X is trivial. Therefore the class of
On the other hand, by (iii), x = x ′ hold, or, equivalently (by the assumption that the genus of X is > 1), cl(x − x ′ ) = 0. Consider the morphism δ : X × X → J, (P, Q) → cl(P − Q). We claim:
(ii) The image W of δ does not contain any translate of positive-dimensional abelian subvariety of J.
have the same image under δ. Namely, the divisors P − Q and P ′ − Q ′ are linearly equivalent:
Since we have assumed that X is of genus > 1 and non-hyperelliptic, this implies that P +Q ′ and P ′ +Q coincide with each other as divisors. This implies that either
holds. The former implies that (P, Q) = (P ′ , Q ′ ), as desired, and the latter implies that (P, Q), (P ′ , Q ′ ) ∈ ι(X), which contradicts the assumption. For (ii), suppose that W contains a translate B ′ of some positive-dimensional abelian subvariety B of J. As dim(W ) ≤ dim(X ×X) = 2, we have dim(B ′ ) ≤ 2, i.e., either dim(B ′ ) = 2 or dim(B ′ ) = 1. The former implies that B ′ = W , since W is irreducible of dimension ≤ 2 as the image of X × X. Since 0 ∈ W = B ′ , we conclude W = B ′ = B. Now, since J is generated by W , we must have J = B. This implies that the genus of X (i.e., dim(J)) is 2, which implies that X is hyperelliptic. This contradicts the assumption. So, suppose dim(B ′ ) = 1. By (i), we see that δ induces a bijective morphism X × X − ∆(X) → W − {0}. From this, we deduce that there exists a finite radicial covering B ′′ of B ′ that admits a non-constant morphism to X × X. In particular, considering a suitable one of two projections, we see that B
′′ admits a non-constant morphism to X. This is absurd, since the genus of B ′′ (respectively, X) is 1 (respectively, > 1). This completes the proof of Claim 1.9.
By Claim 1.9(ii) and [Boxall] (which is the most nontrivial ingredient of the proof of Proposition 1.8), we see that
is finite. Now, by Claim 1.9(i), we conclude that there exists a finite subset S of (X × X)(k) that contains any pair (x, x ′ ) as above. This implies the desired assertion that ρ(EŨ ) is a finite set. (vii) Note that ρ(EŨ ) can be identified with EŨ /Π U by (v). Thus, the assertion of (vii) directly follows from (vi) and the first part of (iv). Definition 1.10. We define E U to be the image of EŨ in X cl . (This can be identified with EŨ /Π U . Thus, if Σ is cofinite, then it is finite by Proposition 1.8(vi).)
is injective by definition and Π U -equivariant, its quotient by Π U , which is naturally identified with 
and we have
If, moreover,x ∈Ũ cl − EŨ , we have
(ii) For eachx ∈S U , we have
and
In other words, if we replace U by a covering corresponding to such H, we have,
The first assertion follows from Lemma 1.7. The second assertion follows from the first assertion and the fact shown at the beginning of the proof. 11
(ii) Letx ∈S U . Then,x ∈ EŨ by Proposition 1.8(ii). Thus, we have
From this, we also have Z Π U (Ix) = Z Dx (Ix). But this last group coincides with Ix by Lemma 1.1(ii). (iii) Define G 0 to be the intersection (in G k ) of G k(x) for x ∈ E U . Since E U is finite by Proposition 1.8(vi), G 0 is an open subgroup of G k . By (i) and (ii), it is easy to see that this G 0 satisfies the desired properties.
Next, we shall show that various invariants and structures of U can be recovered group-theoretically (or ϕ-group-theoretically) from Π U , in the following sense. Definition 1.13. (i) We say that Π = (Π, ∆, ϕ Π ) is a ϕ-(profinite )group, if Π is a profinite group, ∆ is a closed normal subgroup of Π and ϕ Π is an element of Π/∆.
From now on, we regard Π U as a ϕ-group by Π U = (Π U , ∆ U , ϕ k ), where ϕ k stands for the ♯(k)-th power Frobenius element in G k = Π U /∆ U . We shall say that an isomorphism α : Π U ∼ → Π U ′ as profinite groups is Frobenius-preserving, if α is an isomorphism as ϕ-groups. Definition 1.14. (i) Given an invariant F (U ) that depends on the isomorphism class (as a scheme) of a hyperbolic curve U over a finite field, we say that F (U ) can be recovered group-theoretically (respectively, ϕ-group-theoretically) from Π U , if any isomorphism (respectively, any Frobenius-preserving isomorphism)
(ii) Given an additional structure F (U ) (e.g., a family of subgroups, quotients, elements, etc.) on the profinite group Π U that depends functorially on a hyperbolic curve U over a finite field (in the sense that, for any isomorphism (as schemes) between two such curves U, V , any isomorphism Π U ∼ → Π V induced by this isomorphism U ∼ → V (unique up to composition with inner automorphisms) preserves the structures F (U ) and F (V )), we say that F (U ) can be recovered group-theoretically (respectively, ϕ-group-theoretically) from Π U , if any isomorphism (respectively, any Frobenius-preserving isomorphism) Π U ∼ → Π V between two such curves U, V preserves the structures F (U ) and F (V ). Proposition 1.15. I. The following invariants and structures can be recovered group-theoretically from Π U :
(ii) The subsets Σ and Σ † of Primes.
II. The following invariants and structures can be recovered
The cardinality ♯(k) (or, equivalently, the isomorphism class of the finite field k).
(v) The genus g = g X of X and the cardinality r = r U def = ♯(S), where S def = X − U . 12 (vi) The kernel I U of the natural surjection Π U → Π X (which coincides with the kernel of the natural surjection ∆ U → ∆ X ), hence the quotients
III. Assume, moreover, that Σ is cofinite. Then the following structure (hence also (iii)-(vii) above) can be recovered group-theoretically from Π U :
p , where b = b U stands for the second Betti number of U , i.e., b = 1 (respectively, 0) if r = 0 (respectively, r > 0), and c stands for the p-rank of the Jacobian variety of X (respectively, 0) if p ∈ Σ (respectively, p ∈ Σ). (See, e.g., [Tamagawa1] , Corollary (1.2).) Here, we always have 2g + r + b − 1 > c ≥ 0. If, moreover, p ∈ Σ and if we replace Π U by a suitable open subgroup, then we have c > 0. (See, e.g., [Tamagawa1] , Lemma (1.9). See also [Tamagawa2] , Remark (3.11).) From these, it is easy to see that Σ and Σ † can be recovered group-theoretically from
Σ † . Thus, we obtain (purely group-theoretically) the character
As in the proof of [Tamagawa1] , Proposition (3.4)(i), we have ρ det = ǫχ g+n+b−1 Σ † , where χ Σ † is the pro-Σ † cyclotomic character and ǫ is a certain character (depending on U ) with values in {±1}. Now, p can be characterized by 
Here, for a profinite group Γ, we define
(viii) First, in the notation of the proof of (iii) above, the image of (
is an open subgroup of the subgroup p of (Ẑ 
We denote by U H the (pro-finite, pro-tame, geometrically pro-Σ) covering of U corresponding to H. Observe that, if H is open, then U H is a hyperbolic curve over the finite field k H and H can be identified with Π U H . (iii) Let H be a closed subgroup of Π U and G a closed subgroup of G H . Then we
Proof. Since H = Π U H , this is immediate from Proposition 1.15(vii).
Finally, we shall prove that the set of decomposition groups in Π U can be recovered group-theoretically from Π U . First, we shall treat decomposition groups at points ofS U . 14 [Tamagawa1] , §7, C.) Strictly speaking, Nakamura only treats the case over number fields, but his proof relies on Frobenius weights and the same proof goes well over finite fields.
(ii) This follows from (i), together with Corollary 1.12(ii).
Next, we shall treat decomposition groups at points ofŨ cl . This is done along the lines of [Tamagawa1] , §2, but slightly more subtle than the case of [Tamagawa1] , due to the existence of the exceptional set EŨ .
Namely, S(Π U ) G can be identified with the set of group-theoretic sections of the surjection pr (ii) For each H ∈ U(Z), we define m(H, Z) to be the number of elements s of (a complete system of representatives of) (Π U ) G Z /H such that s −1 Zs ⊂ H. Note that this is a group-theoretic invariant. (iii) We denote by ν ∞ (Z) the cardinality of U Z (k Z ). (Note that U Z (k Z ) can be identified with the project limit of {U H (k Z )} H∈U(Z) .) (iv) We denote by U Z (k Z ) * the set of points x of U Z (k Z ) such that the residue field of the image of x in U coincides with k Z . (Observe that this residue field is included in k Z in general.) We denote by ν * ∞ (Z) the cardinality of 
and x ∈ (U Z ) cl,fin ⇐⇒ Z and Dx are commensurate. 15
Proof. (i) Take any pointx ∈Ũ cl above x. First note that Dx ∩ Z G is the decomposition group atx in Z G . Thus, since x is k G -rational, the image of Dx ∩ Z G by pr U must coincide with G. Since pr U induces an isomorphism Z G ∼ → G, this implies that Dx ∩ Z G coincides with Z G . It follows from this that Dx contains Z G and that there exists only one point (i.e.,x) ofŨ above x. Finally, since Z G is open both in Z and in Dx, Dx is commensurate to Z. (For the latter openness, observe that pr U induces an isomorphism Dx ∼ → pr U (Dx) and that pr U (Z G ) = G is open in pr U (Dx).) (ii) First, suppose x ∈ U Z (k Z ). Then, by (i), Z ⊂ Dx. Conversely, suppose Z ⊂ Dx, Then the decomposition group Dx ∩ Z atx in Z coincide with Z, which implies x ∈ U Z (k Z ).
Next, we define x U to be the image of
(iii) The first two inequalities are clear. To see the third inequality, it suffices to prove that the natural map cl and Z is commensurate to Dx for more than (respectively, at most) onex ∈Ũ cl . This last statement is equivalent to saying that Z = Dx for somex ∈ EŨ (respectively,x ∈Ũ cl − EŨ ). This, together with Proposition 1.21(iii) (or, more specifically, the fact ν * ∞ (Z) ≤ ν ∞ (Z)), completes the proof.
More precisely, there exists H 0 ∈ U(Z) such that, for any H ∈ U(Z) with
In particular, ν ∞ (Z) is a ϕ-group-theoretic invariant.
, which is isomorphic toẐ. Then we have
where 
On one hand, the proof of (the third inequality of) Proposition 1.21(iii) shows that the natural surjection
∞ is a bijection. On the other hand, since
Take any H ∈ U(Z) with H ⊂ H 0 . Then each point of U H (k Z ) is above some point of
∞ . Moreover, for each point x ∈ U Z (k Z ), take the unique pointx ∈Ũ cl above x. Then, by Proposition 1.21(i), the decomposition group at x in (Π U ) G Z coincides with Z. From this, we see that m(H, Z) is defined so as to coincide with the cardinality of the fiber of the map
. From these, we conclude that the quantity ν U (H)/m(H, Z) coincides with the cardinality ♯(
(ii) First, by Lemma 1.7, we see that C ∈ S(Π U ) and that C is isomorphic toẐ.
17
Let x be a point of U Z (k Z ). We claim that x ∈ U Z (k Z ) * if and only if there exists
cl is k Z ′ -rational. Indeed, to see the 'if' part, observe that the natural morphism
* and take the unique pointx ∈Ũ cl above x. As the residue field of the image of x in U is strictly smaller than k Z , the image of Dx in G k must be strictly larger than G Z . Now, it is easy to see from this that Z ′ def = Dx has the desired property. Now, consider
These, together with the so-called inclusion-exclusion principle, imply the desired formula.
(iii) Immediate from the definitions. 
Proof. This follows formally from Corollary 1.22 and Proposition 1.23. In this §, we review the main results of Mochizuki's theory of cuspidalizations of fundamental groups of proper hyperbolic curves, developed in [Mochizuki2] , which plays an important role in this paper. We maintain the notations of §1 and further assume X = U . (Thus, the finite set S in §1 is empty, and, in this §, we save the symbol S for another finite set of closed points of X.) Accordingly, X is a proper hyperbolic curve over a finite field k = k X .
Recall that ∆ X stands for the maximal pro-Σ quotient of π 1 (X), that Π X stands for π 1 (X)/ Ker(π 1 (X) ։ ∆ X ), and that they fit into the following exact sequence:
Similarly, if we write X × X def = X × k X, then we obtain (by considering the maximal pro-Σ quotient ∆ X×X of π 1 (X × X)) an exact sequence:
where Π X×X (respectively, ∆ X×X ) may be identified with Π X × G k Π X (respectively, ∆ X × ∆ X ).
Definition 2.1. (cf. [Mochizuki2] , Definition 1.5(i).) Let H be a profinite group equipped with a homomorphism H → Π X . Then we shall refer to the kernel I H of H → Π X as the cuspidal subgroup of H (relative to H → Π X ). We shall refer to an inner automorphism of H by an element of I H as a cuspidally inner automorphism. We shall say that H is cuspidally abelian (respectively, cuspidally pro-Σ * , where Σ * is a set of prime numbers) (relative to H → Π X ) if I H is abelian (respectively, if I H is a pro-Σ * group). If H is cuspidally abelian, then observe that H/I H acts naturally (by conjugation) on I H . We shall say that H is cuspidally central (relative to H → Π X ) if this action of H/I H on I H is trivial. Also, we shall use the same terminology for H → Π X when Π X is replaced by ∆ X , Π X×X , or ∆ X×X .
For a finite subset S ⊂ X cl write U S def = X − S. Let ∆ U S be the maximal cuspidally (relative to the natural map to ∆ X ) pro-Σ † quotient of the maximal pro-Σ quotient of the tame fundamental group of U S (where "tame" is with respect to the complement of U S in X), and let Π U S be the corresponding quotient π 1 (U S )/ Ker(π 1 (U S ) ։ ∆ U S ) of π 1 (U S ). Thus, we have an exact sequence:
which fits into the following commutative diagram:
Further, let ι : X → X × X be the diagonal morphism, and write
We shall denote by ∆ U X×X the maximal cuspidally (relative to the natural map to ∆ X×X ) pro-Σ † quotient of the maximal pro-Σ quotient of the tame fundamental group of (U X×X )k (where "tame" is with respect to the divisor ι(X) ⊂ X × X), and by Π U X×X the corresponding quotient π 1 (U X×X )/ Ker(π 1 (U X×X ) ։ ∆ U X×X ) of π 1 (U X×X ). Thus, we have an exact sequence:
Thus, M X is a freeẐ Σ † -module of rank 1, and M X is isomorphic toẐ Σ † (1) as a G k -module (where the "(1)" denotes a "Tate twist", i.e., G k acts onẐ Σ † (1) via the cyclotomic character) (cf. [Mochizuki2] , the discussion following Proposition 1.1). For the rest of this §, let X, Y be proper, hyperbolic curves over finite fields k X , k Y of characteristic p X , p Y , respectively. Let Σ X (respectively, Σ Y ) be a set of prime numbers that contains at least one prime number different from p X (respectively, p Y ). Write ∆ X (respectively, ∆ Y ) for the maximal pro-Σ X quotient of π 1 (X) (respectively, the maximal pro-Σ Y quotient of π 1 (Y )), and Π X (respectively, Π Y ) for the quotient π 1 (X)/ Ker(π 1 (X) ։ ∆ X ) of π 1 (X) (respectively, the quotient
be an isomorphism of profinite groups.
The following is one of the main results of Mochizuki's theory (cf.
[Mochizuki2], Theorem 1.16(iii)). In this and next § §, we sometimes refer to the decomposition group Dx as the decomposition group of Π X at x, and denote it simply by D x . Thus, D x is welldefined only up to conjugation by an element of Π X .
Theorem 2.2 (Reconstruction of Maximal Cuspidally Abelian Extensions). Let ι
For the rest of this §, we shall assume that α is Frobenius-preserving (cf. Definition 1.14). (Note that this assumption is automatically satisfied in the case where Σ X and Σ Y are cofinite by Theorem 1.15(viii).) Thus, by Theorem 1.24, one deduces naturally from α a bijection
holds (up to conjugation) for any x ∈ X cl − E X . (Note that E X (respectively, E Y ) is a finite set by Proposition 1.8(vi), if Σ X (respectively, Σ Y ) is cofinite.)
As an important consequence of Theorem 2.2 we deduce the following: 
, are the maximal cuspidally abelian quotients (relative to the maps
Then we have the following commutative diagram:
where the vertical arrows are the natural maps.
Proof. The proof of [Mochizuki2] , Theorem 2.5(i) (where E X = E Y = ∅ is assumed) works as it is.
be a fundamental extension, i.e., an extension whose corresponding extension class in
, Proposition 1.1)) coincides with the first (étale) Chern class of the diagonal ι(X) (cf. [Mochizuki2] , Proposition 1.6). Let x, y ∈ X(k) and write D x , D y ⊂ Π X for the associated decomposition groups (which are well-defined up to conjugation). Set
where the sums are to be understood as sums of extensions of Π X , G k , respectively, by M X , i.e., the sums are induced by the additive structure of M X . 21
For a finite subset S ⊂ X(k), we shall write
where the product is to be understood as a fiber product over Π X . Thus, D S is an extension of Π X by a product of copies of M X indexed by the points of S. We shall refer to D S as the S-cuspidalization of Π X . Observe that if T ⊂ X(k) is a finite subset containing S, then we obtain a natural projection morphism D T → D S . More generally, for a finite subset S ⊂ X cl which does not necessarily consist of krational points, one can still construct the object D S by passing to a finite extension k S of k over which the points of S are rational, performing the above construction over k S , and then descending to k. (See [Mochizuki2] , Remark 1.10.1 for more details.) Proposition 2.4 (Maximal Geometrically Cuspidally Central Quotients).
Proof. See [Mochizuki2] , Proposition 1.8(iii)(iv). (Precisely speaking, Proposition 1.8(iii) loc. cit. only treats the special case where S ⊂ X(k) holds. However, the proof for the general case is easily reduced to this special case by passing to a finite extension of k. cf. Remark 1.10.1 loc. cit.) Remark 2.5. Let D (respectively, E) be a fundamental extension of X (respectively, Y ). The isomorphism α : Π X ∼ → Π Y induces an isomorphism:
up to cyclotomically inner automorphisms (i.e., inner automorphisms by elements of M X , M Y ) and the actions of (k ) may be identified with D S (respectively, E T ). Thus, we deduce another isomorphism
Now, the above two isomorphisms between D S and E T coincide with each other up to cyclotomically inner automorphisms and the actions of (k
Another main result of Mochizuki's theory is the following, which allows us to recover ϕ-group-theoretically the maximal cuspidally pro-l extension of Π X , in the case where the set of cusps consists of a single rational point. 
Theorem 2.7 (Reconstruction of Maximal Cuspidally Pro-l Extensions
are the maximal cuspidally pro-l quotients (relative to the maps 
where the subscript "c-ab, l" denotes the maximal cuspidally pro-l abelian quotient, with the isomorphism α c-ab 
Proof. See [Mochizuki2] , Theorem 3.10. §3. Kummer Theory and Anabelian Geometry.
We maintain the notations of §2. If n is an integer all of whose prime factors belong to Σ † , then we have the Kummer exact sequence
where G m → G m is the n-th power map. We shall identify µ n with M X /nM X according to the identification in [Mochizuki2] , the discussion at the beginning of §2. 23
Consider a subset
(We will set E = E X eventually, but E is arbitrary for the present.) Let S ⊂ X cl −E be a finite set. If we consider the above Kummer exact sequence on theétale site of U S def = X − S and pass to the inverse limit with respect to n, then we obtain a natural homomorphism ) is finitely generated and free of p-torsion, hence injects into its pro-prime-to-p completion.
In particular, by allowing S to vary among all finite subsets of X cl −E, we obtain a natural homomorphism
where is defined as a certain fiber product, this section is equivalent to a collection of sections (regarded as "cyclotomically outer homomorphisms", i.e., well-defined up to composition with an inner automorphism of D y,x by an element of Ker(D y,x ։ G k ))
where y ranges over all points of S. Namely, from this point of view, Proposition 3.1(iii) may be regarded as saying that the image in (k(x) × )
) at x ∈ X(k) may be computed from its Kummer class, as soon as one knows the sections γ y,x : G k → D y,x for y ∈ S. Observe that γ y,x depends only on x, y, and not on the choice of S. 
We shall say that α is (S, T )-locally Green-compatible outside exceptional sets if, for every pair of points (
(obtained by restricting α c-cn to the various decomposition groups) is compatible with the Green's trivializations. We shall say that α is (S, T )-locally principally Green-compatible outside exceptional sets if, for every point x ∈ X(k X ) ∩ S and every principal divisor D supported on k X -rational points = x contained in X cl − E X , corresponding via φ to a pair (y, E) (so y ∈ Y (k Y ) ∩ T ), the isomorphism
obtained from α c-cn is compatible with the Green's trivializations. 26
(ii) We shall say that α is totally globally Green-compatible (respectively, totally globally principally Green-compatible) outside exceptional sets if, for all pair of connected finiteétale coverings ξ :
cipally Green-compatible) outside exceptional sets, where
are the inverse images of S, T , respectively.
Remark/Definition 3.5. Let J = J X be the Jacobian variety of X. Let Div
be the group of degree zero divisors on X which are supported on points in X −E X . Write D X−E X for the kernel of the natural homomorphism Div
where, for an abelian group M , M {Σ ′ } stands for the subgroup of torsion elements a of M such that every prime divisor of the order of a belongs to Σ ′ . Then D X−E X sits naturally in the following exact sequence:
where p n is the exponent of the p-primary abelian group
Moreover, this injective homomorphism
Y , in the following sense: if ξ : X ′ → X is a finiteétale covering, arising from an open subgroup Π X ′ ⊆ Π X , which corresponds to a finiteétale covering η : 
hence to an embedding of fields
. From the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.6, the image of the emdedding O 
Now, it follows from the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.6 that the image Finally, we deduce from our main result a prime-to-p birational version of Grothendieck's anabelian conjecture for function fields of curves over finite fields (see Corollary 3.11 below).
Let X be a proper, smooth, geometrically connected curve over a finite field k = k X of characteristic p = p X > 0. Let K X be the function field of X. Let G K X def = Gal(K sep X /K X ) be the absolute Galois group of K X (where K sep X is a separable closure of K X ), which sits naturally in the following exact sequence:
where
is the absolute Galois group of the function field K X of X def = X × k k, and G k def = Gal(k/k) is the absolute Galois group of k (here, k is the algebraic closure of k in K sep X ). Let G ′ K X be the maximal prime-to-p quotient of G K X , and let G
) be the corresponding quotient of G K X . We shall refer to G ′ K X as the geometrically pro-prime-to-characteristic quotient of G K X . As an important consequence of Corollary 3.10, we deduce the following prime-to-p version of Uchida's Theorem on isomorphisms between absolute Galois groups of function fields (cf. [Uchida] ). Remark 3.12. In [Stix1] , [Stix 2 ], Stix proved a certain relative version of Grothendieck's anabelian conjecture for hyperbolic curves over finitely generated fields. His proof relies on (the absolute version of) Grothendieck's anabelian conjecture for affine hyperbolic curves over the prime field, proved by Tamagawa in [Tamagawa1] . Using the same arguments as in [Stix1] , one should be able to prove a "prime-tocharacteristic" relative version of Grothendieck's anabelian conjecture for hyperbolic curves over finitely generated fields in positive characteristics, by reducing it to our main results in Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.10.
Remark 3.13. Even after Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 are established, it is still unclear to the authors, at the time of writing, whether or not E X = ∅ for Σ X = Primes − {char(k)}. Indeed, following a standard way in anabelian geometry of approaching this kind of problem, let us consider the following tautological family of hyperbolic curves of type (g X , 1):
Then f induces a right exact sequence:
where F is a geometric fiber of f (which is a hyperbolic curve of type (g X , 1)), and ∆ stands for the maximal pro-Σ X quotient of the geometric fundamental group. Suppose that this right exact sequence is also left exact:
Then the sequence 1 → ∆ F → Π U X×X → Π X → 1.
is also exact, where Π stands for the maximal geometrically pro-Σ X quotient of the arithmetic fundamental group. Now, take x, x ′ ∈ X(k) and suppose that D x , D x ′ ⊂ Π X coincide with each other (up to conjugation). Then, by pulling back the last exact sequence by D x , D x ′ ⊂ Π X , we can easily obtain the following commutative diagram:
Π X−{x} Next, let λ, µ ∈ k X , and we shall show the identity ι(λ + µ) = ι(λ) + ι(µ). If one (or both) of λ, µ is 0, this identity clearly holds. So, we may and shall assume λ, µ ∈ k × X and set η def = λ/µ ∈ k × X . First, assume that η ∈ k X − ({g(x) | x ∈ E X } ∩ k X ) and let x 3 ∈ X cl be a zero of g − η. Thus, x 3 / ∈ E X , and, by evaluating the identity ι(g + 1) = ι(g) + 1 at φ(x 3 ), we obtain ι(η) + 1 = ι(η + 1). To show this equality for general η, we shall fix (f and) β ∈ A and make α ∈ A − {β} vary in the expression of g = g α,β . More precisely, take any α ∈ (A − {β}) − { (η+1)βf (x)
ηf (x)−β | x ∈ E X }. Then g = g α,β satisfies η / ∈ k X − ({g(x) | x ∈ E X } ∩ k X ). Thus, by the preceding argument, we conclude that ι(η) + 1 = ι(η + 1) holds in general.
Finally, we obtain ι(λ + µ) = ι(µ)ι(η + 1) = ι(µ)(ι(η) + 1) = ι(λ) + ι(µ), as desired. Proof. ι is multiplicative by definition and additive by Lemma 4.5.
Corollary 4.7. For each x ∈ X(k X ) − E X , the map ι x : k(x) → k(φ(x)) is an embedding of fields.
Proof. For each x ∈ X cl − E X , consider the following diagram
